blueLINE™ credentials and proximity readers have a wide
range of possibilities to suit any access control need.
Discover the blueLINE™ family!

RBH ACCESS - blueLINE™
RBH Access offers its experience with the blueLINE™ products. Readers that have been engineered
designed with functionalities that adapt to any space or security requirement, the blueLINE™
technology has won several awards for being secure, fast and highly configurable. RBH's main
premise is offer durable and upgradeable devices over time, which will allow to have a latest version
system, reliable and secure.

A Reader for every requirement
From weatherproof readers to products with biometric
recognition or multiple authentication options, the
possibilities are endless.
Highly integrable with other brands' products for a solution
tailored to specific project requirements.
Multiple authentication options & technologies such as Bluetooth
BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) and NFC
All readers have a range of up to 10 meters (33 ft) using
bluetooth mobile credentials.

RBH-M45
SERIES
RBH-M45 readers for Mullion. Compatible with MIFARE DESFire
cards and tags, they feature Bluetooth Low Energy and NFC
technology (M45-DNB).

Outdoor
use

Mullion
mount

Wiegand
OSDP v 1-2

MIFARE
(Classic / Plus / DESFire)

blueLINE™
Mobile Credentials

See data sheet

RBH-N86
SERIES
The RBH-N86 readers for single gang mount, supports MIFARE
DESFire cards and tags with the highest security standards.
They also incorporate Bluetooth Low Energy and NFC (N86-DNB)
technologies.

Outdoor
use

See data sheet

Single gang
mount

Wiegand
OSDP v1-2

MIFARE
(Classic / Plus / DESFire)

blueLINE™
Mobile Credentials

RBH-NK86
SERIES
Multi-purpose reader with two authentication factor
(PIN + credential) designed for single gang mount, reads MIFARE
DESFire cards and tags with the highest security standards and
blueLINE™ capabilities

Outdoor
use

See data sheet

Single gang
mount

PIN /
credential

Wiegand
OSDP v1-2

MIFARE
(Classic / Plus / DESFire)

blueLINE™
Mobile Credentials

RBH-BFR-150
SERIES
RBH's best-selling fingerprint reader has been upgraded with
new blueLINE™ technologies, users will benefit from its
unparalleled performance, ease of use, accuracy and fast
verification speed.

Finger print
authentication

Compact
Design

Wiegand
OSDP Ver 1-2

MIFARE
(Classic / Plus / DESFire)

blueLINE™
Mobile Credentials

See data sheet

RBH-BFR-350
SERIES
The RBH-BFR-350 fingerprint reader with keypad is integrated
with the RBH platform for fast and easy enrollment. The BFR-350
reader is compatible with today's most widely used technologies
and weatherproof which makes it a very versatile reader.

Outdoor
use

Multiple options
of authentication

Wiegand
OSDP v 1-2

MIFARE
(Classic / Plus / DESFire)

blueLINE™
Mobile Credentials

See data sheet

RBH-BFR-FACE
SERIES
Find in the BRF-FACE Face Reader unparalleled performance, ease
of use, accuracy and fast processing and authentication speed.
This device also features an advanced face matching algorithm,
with audio and visual notifications of user validation or rejection.

10K
Quick facial
detection

See data sheet

10k face
capacity

<0.5 seconds
verification time

Wiegand
OSDP v1-2

MIFARE
(Classic / Plus / DESFire)

blueLINE™
Mobile Credentials

Adaptable to all industries
blueLINE™ presents a fast, secure solution with
minimal investment.
Save costs on physical credentials, implement
new options of authentication for employees,
visitors or long distance access - the possibilities
are unimaginable!

blueLINE™ mobile credentials are the result of RBH
Access's work to create an ultra-secure authentication
method, in line with today's times, easy to use, practical
for everyone, completely free of charge and any
licensing requirements.

RBH Access - Specialists
in Access Control
RBH Access Technologies is a Canadian manufacturer with

over 27 years specializing in corporate security management
systems.

RBH Access is one of the world's leading Access Control

manufacturers and its hardware and software solutions have
won numerous awards from organizations such as SIA

(Security Industry Association), IFSEC (International Fire and
Security), CANASA (Canadian Security Association) and
security industry magazines like ICT Channel and PSI
Magazine.

RBH Access Technologies, Inc. 2 Automatic Road,
Suite 108 Brampton ON L6S 6K8, Canada
1-905-790-1515 | 1-905-790-3680 | info@rbh-access.com

rbhaccess
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rbh-access.com

